
Prostate Cancer Histopathology Reporting Guide
Radical Prostatectomy Specimen

Not provided 

 

HISTOLOGICAL GRADE (Note 9)
Gleason score 

Primary pattern/grade

Secondary pattern/grade 

Tertiary pattern/grade (if present and higher than primary 
and secondary grade)

Indeterminate, specify reason

International Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP)             
Grade (Grade Group) 

ISUP Grade (Grade Group) 1  (Gleason score ≤6)
ISUP Grade (Grade Group) 2  (Gleason score 3+4=7)
ISUP Grade (Grade Group) 3  (Gleason score 4+3=7)
ISUP Grade (Grade Group) 4  (Gleason score 8)
ISUP Grade (Group Group) 5  (Gleason score 9-10) 
Indeterminate, specify reason

Percentage Gleason pattern 4/5 (applicable for 

 % Not identified

SEMINAL VESICLES (Note 5)

Absent
Present (partially or completely resected) 
 

 
 

LYMPH NODES (Note 6)

Absent
Present (partially or completely resected) 
 
Laterality        

Left              Right           Bilateral        Other

 
 

   

Indicate how Gleason score is being reported:
__ Largest tumour nodule present
__ Highest score tumour (if it is smaller than the largest)
__ Composite (global) score

 

Gleason scores ≥7) 

Indicate how ISUP grade is being reported:
__ Largest tumour nodule present
__ Highest grade tumour (if it is smaller than the largest)
__ Composite (global) grade

Indicate how Gleason pattern 4/5 is being reported:
__ Largest tumour nodule present
__ Highest score tumour (if it is smaller than the largest)
__ Carcinoma as a whole

1          2         3         4         5

1          2         3         4         5

3          4         5         Not applicable

 

BLOCK IDENTIFICATION KEY (Note 7)
(List overleaf or separately with an indication of the nature 
and origin of all tissue blocks)
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Family/Last name

Given name(s)

Patient identifiers Date of request Accession/Laboratory number

Elements in black text are REQUIRED. Elements in grey text are RECOMMENDED. 

Date of birth DD – MM – YYYY

CLINICAL INFORMATION (select all that apply) (Note 1)

Previous therapy, specify

Previous history of prostate cancer (including the 
Gleason grade and score of previous specimens if 
known) 

Other, specify

Previous biopsy, specify date and where performed

PRE-BIOPSY SERUM PSA (Note 2)

SPECIMEN WEIGHT (Note 3)
     (weight of the prostate gland without the seminal vesicles) 

        g

SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS (Note 4) (of the prostate gland)

x  width  mmlength  mm x   depth  mm

HISTOLOGICAL TUMOUR TYPE (select all that apply) (Note 8)
Adenocarcinoma (Acinar, usual type)
Other, specify

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

                      ng/mL

    

    

    

 

DD – MM – YYYY



 

Location of positive margin(s)

Type of margin positivity        

Indeterminate
Extraprostatic (EPE)
Intraprostatic (capsular incision)

Extent of margin positivity*    

       *If more than 1 positive margin, the extent                                                                                                                                           
    should reflect the cumulative length.

<3 mm linear extent
≥3 mm linear extent

 
 

Gleason pattern of tumour present at positive margin*                                                                                                                                                   
   *If more than 1 pattern at margin select highest.        

     Gleason pattern 3
Gleason pattern 4/5

 
 

LYMPHOVASCULAR INVASION (Note 16)
Not identified           Present          Indeterminate

EXTRAPROSTATIC EXTENSION (Note 11)
Not identified           Present          Indeterminate 

  Location(s) 

Extent  
Focal                       Non-focal        

INTRAGLANDULAR EXTENT (Note 10)
       

Tumour identified 
                     
     

__%   __ mm     __mL(cc)    
__Other units                             
    (specify)      

No tumour identified 
                     

 

 

 

 

   

SEMINAL VESICLE INVASION (Note 12)

 Not identified           Present           Not applicable*  

URINARY BLADDER NECK INVASION (Note 13)

 Not identified           Present           Not applicable*  

MARGIN STATUS (Note 15)

 Not involved            Involved         Indeterminate

   

LYMPH NODE STATUS (Note 17)

Number of lymph nodes examined   

Number of involved nodes    

Laterality 

Left              Right           Bilateral      Other        

Maximum dimension 
of largest deposit         mm

m - multiple primary tumours
r - recurrent
y - post neoadjuvant therapy

Primary tumour (pT)
TX Primary tumour cannot be assessed
T0 No evidence of primary tumour
T2 Organ confined 
T3 Extraprostatic extension
T3a Extracapsular extension (unilateral or bilateral) 

or microscopic invasion of bladder neck 
T3b Tumour invades seminal vesicle(s) 
T4 Tumour is fixed or invades adjacent structures other 

than seminal vesicles such as external sphincter, 
rectum, levator muscles, and/or pelvic wall 

Regional lymph nodes (pN)  
NX Regional nodes were not assessed
N0 No positive regional nodes
N1 Metastases in regional node(s)

Distant metastasis (pM)* 
Not applicable
M1 Distant metastasis
M1a Non-regional lymph node(s)
M1b Bone(s)
M1c Other site(s) with or without bone disease

*    Note: When more than 1 site of metastasis is 
present, the most advanced category is used. pM1c 
is the most advanced category.

PATHOLOGICAL STAGING (AJCC TNM 8th edition)## (Note 18)  

   

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

    *Refers to rare cases where seminal vesicles are not                                
      included in specimen.

    *Refers to cases where bladder neck is not                                
      included in specimen.

 

INTRADUCTAL CARCINOMA OF PROSTATE (Note 14)

  

  

 Not identified           Present           

 

 ##      Used with the permission of the American College of Surgeons, 
Chicago, Illinois. The original source for this information is the 
AJCC Cancer Staging Manual, Eighth Edition (2016) published     
by Springer Science+Business Media.
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Scope  

This dataset has been developed for radical prostatectomy specimens for prostate carcinoma. Core 

biopsies and transurethral resection (TUR) and enucleation specimens are dealt with in separate 

datasets. 

 

Note 1 - Clinical information (Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

It is the responsibility of the clinician requesting the pathological examination of a specimen to 

provide information that will have an impact on the diagnostic process or affect its interpretation. 

The use of a standard pathology requisition/request form including a checklist of important clinical 

information is strongly encouraged to help ensure that important clinical data is provided by the 

clinicians with the specimen. Information about prior biopsies or treatment aids interpretation of 

the microscopic findings and accurate pathological diagnosis. Radiation and/or endocrine therapy 

for prostate cancer have a profound effect on the morphology of both the cancer and the benign 

prostatic tissue. For this reason, information about any previous therapy is important for the 

accurate assessment of radical prostatectomy specimens.   

Following irradiation, benign acinar epithelium shows nuclear enlargement and nucleolar 

prominence,1 while basal cells may show cytological atypia, nuclear enlargement and nuclear 

smudging.2
 There may also be increased stromal fibrosis, which may resemble tumour-induced 

desmoplasia. These changes may persist for a considerable period, having been reported up to 72 

months after treatment, and are more pronounced in patients who have undergone brachytherapy 

compared to those who have received external beam radiation therapy.2,3 It is important to 

document any previous radiotherapy to help the pathologist to interpret changes accurately. 

Radiation may be associated with apparent upgrading of prostate cancer in prostatectomy 

specimens.4  

Likewise, neoadjuvant androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) may induce morphological changes in 

both prostate cancer and benign tissue. Androgen blockade induces basal cell hyperplasia and 

cytoplasmic vacuolation in benign prostatic tissue, although this is unlikely to be confused with 

malignancy.5 More significantly from a diagnostic point of view, neoadjuvant ADT may increase the 

risk of overlooking acinar adenocarcinoma on low power microscopic examination due to collapse of 

glandular lumina, cytoplasmic pallor and shrinking of nuclei.6-8 The effect of androgen blockage on 

prostate cancer is variable and an apparent upgrading of the cancer has been reported in a number 

of studies.4,5 Hence, it has been suggested that in prostate glands resected following either 

radiotherapy or androgen deprivation therapy, tumours that show significant treatment effect 

should not be graded.9
  

The Gleason grade and score of prostate cancer in any previously submitted specimen should also be 

provided by the clinician as this allows assessment of any progression of the tumour towards a 

higher grade/more undifferentiated state, which itself may be of prognostic significance.  

       Back  
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Note 2 - Pre-biopsy serum PSA (Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The clinician requesting the pathological examination should provide information on the pre-biopsy 

serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level. The use of a standard pathology requisition/request 

form including a checklist of important clinical information is strongly encouraged to help ensure 

that important clinical data is provided by the clinicians with the specimen. Despite criticisms about 

the utility of PSA-based prostate cancer screening, most prostate cancers are detected in 

asymptomatic men on the basis of PSA testing. Although PSA levels provide some indication of the 

likelihood of discovering cancer within a biopsy of the prostate, a diagnosis of malignancy should be 

based on histological findings and should not be influenced by PSA levels.  

Pre-biopsy serum PSA is a key parameter in some nomograms widely used to estimate the risk of 

recurrence post-operatively and guide clinical decision making on adjuvant therapy.10-12 

If the patient is on 5-alpha-reductase inhibitor medications, such as finasteride or dutasteride, this 

should be recorded as it may lower serum PSA levels and affect interpretation of serum PSA values 

for detecting prostate cancer.13-16   

       Back  

 

Note 3 - Specimen weight (Required) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The prostate gland should be weighed without the seminal vesicles since the seminal vesicles can 

vary markedly in size; hence, if only a combined weight is recorded, this will introduce error into the 

measurement of the prostate gland weight and distort comparisons with the radiologically 

estimated weight. Given this, a working group at the 2009 International Society of Urological 

Pathology (ISUP) Consensus Conference in Boston recommended that the prostate should be 

weighed following removal of the seminal vesicles.17 

       Back  

 

Note 4 - Specimen dimensions (Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

Although the shape of the prostate changes somewhat once removed from the pelvis, 

measurements of specimen size are generally considered part of a standard pathology report. In 

addition, measurements for apex to base, right to left and anterior to posterior enable comparison 

with clinical and imaging estimates of volume. 

       Back  
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Note 5 - Seminal vesicles (Required) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

A record of all organs/tissues received is typically a standard item in gross/macroscopic pathology 

reports. 

       Back  

 

Note 6 - Lymph nodes (Required and Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

A record of all organs/tissues received is typically a standard item in gross/macroscopic pathology 

reports. If present, the laterality of the lymph nodes submitted may be recorded as left, right or 

bilateral. 

       Back  

 

Note 7 - Block identification key (Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The origin/designation of all tissue blocks should be recorded and it is preferable to document this 

information in the final pathology report. This information greatly assists review of the case findings 

by another pathologist. If this information is not included in the final pathology report, it should be 

available on the laboratory computer system and relayed to the reviewing pathologist.18 

Recording the origin/designation of tissue blocks also facilitates retrieval of blocks, for example for 

further immunohistochemical or molecular analysis, research studies or clinical trials. 

       Back  

 

Note 8 - Histological tumour type (Required) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The vast majority (>95%) of prostate cancers are acinar adenocarcinomas.19 Other types of 

carcinoma are rarer but must be recorded if present, since some variants, such as ductal 

adenocarcinoma, small cell carcinoma, sarcomatoid carcinoma and urothelial-type adenocarcinoma, 

have a significantly poorer prognosis.19-25 The tumour type should be assigned in line with the 2016 

World Health Organisation (WHO) classification and mixtures of different types should be 

indicated.19 Subtypes of prostate carcinoma are often identified in combination with acinar type and 

in such cases the tumour type should be classified according to the subtype.  
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WHO classification of tumours of the prostatea19 

 

Descriptor ICD-O 

codes 

Epithelial tumours  

Glandular neoplasms  

Acinar adenocarcinoma 8140/3 

Atrophic  

Pseudohyperplastic  

Microcystic  

Foamy gland  

Mucinous (colloid) 8480/3 

Signet ring-like cell 8490/3 

Pleomorphic giant cell  

Sarcomatoid 8572/3 

Prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, high-grade 8148/2 

Intraductal carcinoma 8500/2 

Ductal adenocarcinoma 8500/3 

Cribiform 8201/3 

Papillary 8260/3 

Solid 8230/3 

Urothelial carcinoma 8120/3 

Squamous neoplasms  

Adenosquamous carcinoma 8560/3 

Squamous cell carcinoma 8070/3 

Basal cell carcinoma 8147/3 

Neuroendocrine tumours  

Adenocarcinoma with neuroendocrine differentiation 8574/3 

Well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumour 8240/3 

Small cell neuroendocrine carcinoma 8041/3 

Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma 8013/3 
 
 

a The morphology codes are from the International Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O). Behaviour 
is coded /0 for benign tumours; /1 for unspecified, borderline, or uncertain behaviour; /2 for carcinoma in situ 
and grade III intraepithelial neoplasia; and /3 for malignant tumours.  

 
© World Health Organisation/International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC). Reproduced with permission 

 

Urothelial carcinomas arising in the bladder or urethra are dealt with in separate datasets; however, 

those rare urothelial carcinomas arising within the prostate are included in this dataset. 

       Back  
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Note 9 - Histological grade (Required and Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The Gleason score of radical prostatectomy specimens is usually obtained by adding the two 

predominant Gleason patterns/grades or doubling the pattern in cases with uniform grade. In the 

2005 ISUP revision it was recommended that this is done for each dominant tumour nodule(s).26 The 

rationale was that additional separate tumours of lower grade (e.g. transition zone cancers) would 

not be expected to mitigate the prognostic impact of the main tumour and, thus, their grades should 

not be included in the overall Gleason score. Reporting of separate tumours may, however, be 

difficult in practice, if the prostatectomy specimen is not totally embedded and multifocal tumour 

nodules may merge into a single large tumour mass. 

The ISUP 2005 Gleason grading modified the definitions for Gleason scoring of needle biopsies to 

always include the highest grade, regardless of its amount. It was recommended that minor (<5%) 

secondary or tertiary patterns of higher grade be included in the Gleason scores of biopsy specimens 

where there are 2 or 3 different patterns, respectively. The rationale behind this recommendation 

was that biopsies only sample a minor fraction of the tumour and reporting of small components of 

higher grade would indicate to the clinician that there might be more extensive involvement of high-

grade disease elsewhere in the tumour. The issue of how to deal with a minor (<5%) secondary 

pattern of higher grade in radical prostatectomy specimens was not specifically addressed in the 

2005 consensus conference. However, it was agreed that in radical prostatectomy specimens, where 

the Gleason score was composed of two most predominant grades, a minor (<5%) tertiary grade 

should be mentioned separately in the report. The grading practices for radical prostatectomy 

specimens currently vary and some pathologists would include a tertiary component of Gleason 

pattern 5 in the Gleason score, at least if more than 5%. 

At the 2014 ISUP expert consultation meeting on Gleason grading, a grouping of the Gleason scores 

into 5 grade categories was proposed. Over the past decades Gleason scores below 6 have become 

less commonly used, especially on needle biopsies. There is also an understanding that Gleason 

score 7 tumours have a worse outcome if there is a predominant pattern 4 (4+3) than if pattern 3 

dominates (3+4). In line with this, a recommendation has been issued to report the percentage of 

Gleason pattern 4 in cases with a Gleason score of 7 (ISUP grades 2 or 3). Some pathologists also 

report the percentage of Gleason pattern 4/5. 

The grade groups and associated definitions are outlined in Table 1.   

Both the Gleason score and the ISUP grade (Grade group) should always be reported for the sake of 

clarity.  

At the 2014 ISUP expert consultation meeting it was not decided how tertiary patterns of higher 

grade be reported in radical prostatectomy specimens when applying the ISUP grading. By also 

reporting the Gleason score and tertiary Gleason patterns of higher grade this information is 

included. 
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Table 1: ISUP grading system, radical prostatectomy specimens 

ISUP grade 

(Grade group) 
Gleason score Definition 

Grade 1 2-6 Only individual discrete well-formed glands 

Grade 2 3+4=7 

Predominantly well-formed glands with lesser 

component (*) of poorly- formed/fused/cribriform 

glands 

Grade 3 4+3=7 
Predominantly poorly-formed/fused/cribriform glands 

with lesser component (**) of well-formed glands 

Grade 4 

4+4=8 Only poorly-formed/fused/cribriform glands 

3+5=8 
Predominantly well-formed glands and lesser 

component (*) lacking glands 

5+3=8 
Predominantly lacking glands and lesser component 

(**) of well-formed glands 

Grade 5 9-10 
Lack gland formation (or with necrosis) with or without 

poorly formed/fused/cribriform glands 

* A high-grade pattern is included in the grade only if it is at least 5%. If less than 5%, it should be 

mentioned separately in the report. 

** The low-grade pattern is included in the grade only if it is at least 5%. 

       Back  

 

Note 10 - Intraglandular extent (Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

Some measurement of the size or extent of the tumour is typically given in histopathology reports 

for most sites and this parameter forms part of the generic International Collaboration on Cancer 

Reporting (ICCR) dataset for all tumour types. However in prostate, while cancer volume is a 

prognostic factor on univariate analysis, it is significantly correlated with other clinicopathological 

features, including Gleason score, extraprostatic extension (EPE), surgical margin status and 

pathological TNM stage, and the majority of studies have not demonstrated independent prognostic 

significance on multivariate analysis.27-32 Hence, the ICCR expert panel regarded this factor as a 

recommended (non-core) rather than a required item. 
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The irregular distribution and often multifocal nature of prostate cancer makes accurate calculation 

of tumour volume challenging for the pathologist in routine diagnostic practice; a situation where 

precise methods, such as computerised planimetry or image analysis, are too time and labour 

intensive to be practical. However, there was consensus at the 2009 ISUP Conference that some 

quantitative measure of the extent of the tumour in a prostatectomy specimen should be recorded.  

This can be done either as a visual estimate of intraglandular percentage of cancer33,34 or by 

measuring the maximum size of dominant tumour nodule.35,36 The latter has been shown to 

correlate with tumour volume and has also been recommended as a readily assessed surrogate for 

tumour volume in some studies and protocols.32,35,36 

       Back  

 

Note 11 - Extraprostatic extension (Required and Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

EPE, defined as the extension of tumour beyond the confines of the gland into the periprostatic soft 

tissue, is a required (core) element of the ICCR dataset as it is a significant predictor of recurrence in 

node negative patients.27,37 EPE replaced earlier, less clearly defined terms, such capsular 

penetration, perforation or invasion, following a 1996 Consensus Conference.38 The assessment of 

EPE can be difficult, as the prostate is not surrounded by a discrete, well defined fibrous capsule,39 

but rather by a band of concentrically placed fibromuscular tissue that is an inseparable component 

of the prostatic stroma.40 EPE can be recognised in several different settings: (1) the presence of 

neoplastic glands abutting on or within periprostatic fat or beyond the adjacent fat plane in 

situations where no fat is present in the immediate area of interest (most useful at the lateral, 

posterolateral and posterior aspects of the prostate); (2) neoplastic glands surrounding nerves in the 

neurovascular bundle (posterolaterally) beyond the boundary of the normal prostatic glandular 

tissue; (3) the presence of a nodular extension of tumour bulging beyond the periphery of the 

prostate or beyond the compressed fibromuscular prostatic stroma at the outer edge of the gland—

since there is often a desmoplastic reaction in the vicinity of EPE and the neoplastic extraprostatic 

glands may then be seen in fibrous tissue, rather than in fat.40,41 Extraprostatic tumour in fibrous 

tissue is best identified initially at low power magnification, but should be then confirmed by high 

power magnification examination verifying that the neoplastic glands are in stroma that is fibrous 

and beyond the condensed smooth muscle of the prostate.27,41 The presence of cancer within fibrous 

stroma that is in the same tissue plane as adipose tissue on either side is a helpful indicator of EPE. 

The boundary of the prostate gland cannot be readily identified anteriorly and at the base or apex of 

the prostate. Moreover, at the apex benign glands are frequently admixed with skeletal muscle and 

the presence of neoplastic glands within skeletal muscle does not necessarily constitute EPE. Hence, 

in this region it is more important to accurately assess the completeness of surgical resection. 

Similarly, the assessment of EPE at the anterior aspect of the prostate may be difficult as the 

prostatic stroma blends in with extraprostatic fibromuscular tissue, but in this location EPE can be 

diagnosed (in the manner described in the previous paragraph) when the carcinoma appears to 

bulge beyond the boundary of the normal prostate gland.41,42 
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Extent of EPE 

Categorisation of the extent of EPE as focal or non-focal (also referred to as ‘extensive’ or 

‘established’) is a required (core) item in the ICCR dataset. Focal EPE was originally defined no more 

than ‘a few’ neoplastic glands just outside the prostate, then subsequently, in a more semi-

quantified manner, as extraprostatic glands which occupy no more than one high power field in no 

more than two sections, with extensive EPE representing anything more than this.27 More rigorous  

quantification of  the extent of EPE by measuring the maximum distance that the tumour bulges 

beyond the outer edge of the fibromuscular prostatic stroma radially has been proposed by some 

investigators.43 However, the practical value of such parameters is limited by the difficulty in 

precisely defining the outer limit of the prostate gland, especially when the tumour is associated 

with a desmoplastic reaction. The identification of any EPE is important, as both focal and non-focal 

EPE are associated with a significantly higher risk of recurrence at both 5 and 10 years.27,37 Following 

radical prostatectomy, the progression-free probability for node negative patients with uninvolved 

seminal vesicles at 10 years for organ confined disease is 85–89%, falling to 67–69% for focal EPE 

and to 36–58% for extensive EPE.27,37 

 

Location of EPE 

Since it was considered a generic element forming part of a comprehensive pathology report, the 

location of any EPE present has been included in the recommended (non-core) dataset, despite the 

lack of published evidence for its influence on staging, prognosis or treatment.41 It provides 

potentially useful information to the urologist, enabling correlation with clinical findings and any 

pre-operative imaging studies performed. 

       Back  

 

Note 12 - Seminal vesicle invasion (Required) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The expert panel included seminal vesicle invasion (SVI) as a required (core) element of the ICCR 

dataset as SVI is a well-established, independent, adverse prognostic factor42,44,45 and an integral 

component of the commonly used nomograms and tables that predict risk of post prostatectomy 

cancer recurrence.10-12 The finding of SVI at the time of radical prostatectomy is associated with a 

significantly increased risk of PSA recurrence44-46 and the presence of SVI and a positive surgical 

margin may also influence the response to adjuvant radiotherapy.47,48 Bilaterality and extent of 

extraprostatic SVI are not independently predictive of prognosis and were not included as required 

or recommended items in the ICCR dataset.49 

Different definitions of seminal vesicle invasion have been used over the years complicating 

comparison of the published survival analyses.47,50  Older definitions including involvement of the 

adipose tissue or adventitia around the seminal vesicle are problematic with regard to distinction 

from EPE; while in other studies a distinction between intraprostatic and extraprostatic seminal 

vesicle invasion has not always been made, impeding comparisons between series.51,52 At the 2009 

ISUP meeting, the proposal that SVI should be defined as carcinomatous invasion of the muscular 

wall of the seminal vesicle exterior to the prostate was endorsed.50 Only extraprostatic seminal 
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vesicle is included in this definition of SVI, since it is difficult differentiating between intraprostatic 

seminal vesicle and ejaculatory duct invasion as these structures merge without a clear histological 

cut off.53  It was concluded that older definitions that include invasion of the adipose tissue around 

the seminal vesicle are imprecise and should be discarded.47,50  

       Back  

 

Note 13 - Urinary bladder neck invasion (Required) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

Microscopically, invasion of the urinary bladder neck can be identified when there are  neoplastic 

glands within the thick smooth muscle bundles of the bladder neck in sections from the base of the 

prostate in the absence of associated benign prostatic glandular tissue.54 Microscopic bladder neck 

involvement is a significant predictor of PSA-recurrence in univariate analysis, although not in 

multivariate modelling in most studies.55-57 Neoplastic glands intermixed with benign prostatic glands 

at the bladder neck margin is equivalent to capsular incision rather than true bladder neck 

invasion.55,58,59 In the 7th and 8th Editions of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC)/Union 

for International Cancer Control (UICC) Cancer Staging Manual microscopic bladder neck invasion is 

classified as stage pT3a disease since it has a similar biochemical recurrence free survival and cancer 

specific survival to patients with SVI or EPE.54,60-63 

       Back  

 

Note 14 - Intraductal carcinoma of prostate (Recommended) 

Intraductal carcinoma of the prostate (IDC-P) is found in approximately 17% of radical prostatectomy 

specimens and is usually associated with invasive prostate cancer.64 However, occasionally isolated 

IDC-P is found without invasive carcinoma; this latter situation is very rare and beyond the scope of 

this dataset. 

IDC-P has been well characterised at the histological and molecular levels over the past decade and 

its clinical significance is now also better understood.65 The diagnosis of IDC-P is based on 

morphology and the key criteria include: 1) large calibre glands that are more than twice the 

diameter of normal non-neoplastic peripheral glands; 2) preserved (at least focally) basal cells 

identified on H&E staining (or with basal cell markers, such as p63, keratin 34βE12 and keratin 5/6, 

however, the use of immunohistochemistry to identify basal cells is optional, rather than mandatory, 

for the diagnosis of IDC-P); 3) significant nuclear atypia including enlargement and anisonucleosis; 

and 4) comedonecrosis, which is often but not always present.66,67 It is important to distinguish IDC-P 

from high grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (HGPIN): compared to IDC-P, HGPIN has less 

architectural and cytological atypia, and cribriform HGPIN is rare. 

When present in combination with invasive carcinoma in radical prostatectomy specimens, IDC-P is 

strongly associated with high volume, high grade and stage (EPE or SVI positive) carcinoma.68 
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Moreover the presence of IDC-P is independently associated with biochemical recurrence, regional 

lymph node metastasis and cancer specific survival.64,69,70 Hence, in radical prostatectomy 

specimens, the presence of IDC-P in association with invasive carcinoma should be recorded. 

There was a strong consensus (82%) at the recent ISUP consensus meeting (Chicago 2014) that IDC-P 

should not be assigned an ISUP or Gleason grade.71 It is also unnecessary to measure the extent of 

the IDC-P. 

       Back  

 

Note 15 - Margin status (Required and Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

A positive surgical margin (PSM) significantly reduces the likelihood of progression-free survival, 

including PSA recurrence-free survival, local recurrence-free survival and development of metastases 

after radical prostatectomy in multivariate analysis.42,72-76 Moreover, positive margins are associated 

with a 2.6-fold increased risk of prostate cancer specific mortality.77 Careful inking of the outer 

surface of the radical prostatectomy specimen before macroscopic dissection (grossing) greatly 

facilitates the determination of margin status. A PSM can then be defined as cancer extending to the 

inked surface of the specimen, representing a site where the urologist has cut through cancer.42,78 

PSMs are reported in between 10–48% of patients treated by radical prostatectomy for both organ 

confined and non-organ confined prostate cancer with the rates in the lower range typically found  

in more modern cohorts.76,79-81  

The presence of prostate carcinoma close to, but not touching the inked margin should not be 

labelled as a PSM as this finding has been shown to have little, if any, prognostic significance.82-84 

Close surgical margins are most commonly seen posterolaterally in cases where neurovascular 

bundle preservation leaves virtually no extraprostatic tissue.  Studies on such nerve sparing cases 

have shown that additional tissue removed from these sites did not contain any carcinoma and a 

close margin was not associated with a worse prognosis.82,84  

Stating the location of the PSM is useful information for the urologist who can then modify future 

operations to avoid iatrogenic margin positivity and increase the likelihood of curative surgery. The 

site of the PSM and the number of positive margins have been shown to influence biochemical 

recurrence and risk of progression. For instance, a margin involving the bladder neck or the 

posterolateral surface of the prostate has a more significant adverse impact on prognosis than an 

involved apical or anterior margin.81,85 

Type of margin positivity 

Intraprostatic margin involvement or capsular incision (CI) occurs when the urologist inadvertently 

develops the resection margin within the plane of the prostate rather than outside the capsule. CI 

with a positive surgical margin is diagnosed when malignant glands are cut across adjacent to benign 

prostatic glands.40 In these cases, the edge of the prostate in this region is left in the patient. Data on 

the prognostic significance of CI vary among studies.86-88 According to the largest series published, a 

significantly higher recurrence rate is found in patients with CI/intraprostatic margin involvement 
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than in patients with organ confined disease with negative margins, or focal EPE with negative 

margins, although CI has a significantly better outcome than that associated with non-focal EPE and 

positive margins.89  

Margin involvement associated with EPE is diagnosed when malignant glands in extraprostatic tissue 

are transected by the resection margin. This can be difficult to distinguish from capsular incision in 

some cases, particularly posteriorly and posterolaterally if there is a desmoplastic reaction. Cancer 

extending to a margin which is beyond the normal contour of the prostate gland, or beyond the 

compressed fibromuscular prostatic stroma at the outer edge of the prostate, can be diagnosed as a 

positive surgical margin with EPE, similarly to margin involvement when there is cancer in adipose 

tissue.87 At the apex, the histological boundaries of the prostate gland can be difficult to define and 

again EPE with a positive margin can be difficult to differentiate from CI/intraprostatic margin 

involvement. Hence, if carcinoma extends to an inked margin at the apex where benign glands are 

not transected, this is considered a positive margin in an area of EPE by some authors.42,87 In 

contrast, other authors, and the majority of survey participants at the 2009 ISUP Consensus 

Conference, believe there is no reliable method to diagnose EPE in sections from the prostatic 

apex.41  

Extent (total) of margin involvement 

Although a positive surgical marginal (PSM) has a significant adverse impact on the overall likelihood 

of progression-free survival, in most published series only about a third of individual patients with a 

PSM will experience biochemical recurrence.72,73,79,90  The expert panel considered that there is 

sufficient evidence to include measurement of the length of margin involved by carcinoma as an 

element in the ICCR dataset.49,82,84,89-93  In particular, the 5 year PSA recurrence risk appears to be 

significantly greater when the length of the involved margin is 3 mm or more, (53% versus 

14%).49,89,94-96 However, in one series, Cao et al92 found that the linear length of a positive margin 

was an independent prognostic factor for organ confined tumours only, i.e. pT2 not pT3, while, 

another investigation found that the impact of a positive surgical margin after radical prostatectomy 

was greater in intermediate and high risk groups (based on Gleason score and pre-biopsy PSA) than 

in low risk patients.75 Further studies of such factors potentially affecting the impact of PSMs are 

required before there is sufficient evidence justifying their inclusion as required (core) data 

elements. The optimal method of assessing the extent of margin involvement when multiple positive 

margins are present is currently uncertain, but, until more evidence is available, it is suggested that 

extent is measured as the linear cumulative length of all positive margins.97  

Gleason pattern at the margin 

Four recently published papers have found that Gleason pattern/grade or score of the tumour at the 

positive surgical margin is an independent predictor of biochemical recurrence and may aid optimal 

selection of patients for adjuvant therapy.90,98-100 In one of these studies patients with Gleason 

pattern 4 or 5 carcinoma (Gleason score 3+4, 4+3, 4+4 or 4+5) at a PSM had double the risk of PSA 

relapse compared to those with only Gleason grade 3 (score 3+3) at the margin. Moreover, men with 

Gleason pattern/grade 3 at the PSM had a similar 5-year biochemical relapse-free survival rate to 

those with negative margins.90 Another study, restricted to men with dominant nodule Gleason 

score 7 and non-focal EPE, also found that the grade of cancer at the site of a PSM was associated 

with biochemical recurrence.98 The largest series, including 405 cases with a PSM, confirmed that a 
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lower Gleason score at the margin was independently associated with a decreased risk of early 

biochemical recurrence.100 

In each of the published studies, the potential problem of cautery/thermal artefact was considered - 

each group noted that in slides where the cancer at the margin was distorted by cautery/thermal or 

crush artifact and could not be reliably assessed, the margin pattern, or score, was designated as 

that of the closest, well preserved carcinoma in direct continuity with the distorted neoplastic 

glands.90,98-100 Limiting assessment to only the highest pattern present at the PSM may simplify 

measurement of this parameter, however, it should be noted that in most of the published studies 

Gleason score could be reported.98-100 In the event there are multiple positive margins with 

differently scored cancers present, the highest pattern or score should be recorded.         

       Back  

 

Note 16 - Lymphovascular invasion (Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

Lymphovascular invasion (LVI) is defined as the unequivocal presence of tumour cells within 

endothelial-lined spaces with no or only thin underlying muscular walls.101,102 Lymphatic and venous 

invasion should be assessed together due to the difficulties in distinguishing between the two by 

routine light microscopy and it is important that artefacts, such as retraction or mechanical 

displacement of tumour cells into vessels, are excluded. Immunohistochemistry for endothelial 

markers, e.g. CD31, CD34 or D2-40, may aid in the assessment of equivocal cases but is not 

recommended for routine use at present. 

LVI has been reported to be associated with decreased time to biochemical progression, distant 

metastases and overall survival after radical prostatectomy.101-106 Multivariate analysis, controlling 

for other pathological variables known to affect clinical outcome, showed that LVI is an independent 

predictor of disease recurrence in some studies.101,102,104,106,107 However, the independent prognostic 

value of LVI is uncertain as definitions of LVI have varied between studies and most included a 

substantial number of patients with lymph node metastases or SVI, failing to stratify patients into 

clinical meaningful categories. Further well designed studies with standardised definitions are 

necessary to confirm the independent prognostic significance of LVI.   

       Back  
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Note 17 - Lymph node status (Required and Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

Lymph node involvement is a well established independent adverse prognostic factor42,50 and is an 

integral component of the commonly used nomograms that predict the risk of post prostatectomy 

disease recurrence.10 There is little published data on the prognostic significance of isolated tumour 

cells (clusters less than <200 µm in greatest dimension) in prostate cancer and insufficient evidence 

at present to support the routine use of immunohistochemistry as an ancillary technique in the 

identification of lymph node involvement.  

Maximum dimension of largest deposit 

The diameter of the largest metastatic deposit correlated with distant metastasis and cancer-specific 

survival in two studies but not in another108-110 and this factor has been included in the 

recommended (non-core) dataset rather than as a required (core) item. There was consensus (81% 

respondents) at the 2009 ISUP Conference that that the diameter of the largest lymph node 

metastasis should be included in the pathology reports on radical prostatectomy specimens.50 

       Back  

 

Note 18 - Pathological staging (Required and Recommended) 

Reason/Evidentiary Support 

The pathological primary tumour (T), regional lymph node (N) and distant metastasis (M) categories 

are considered as generic required (core) elements for all ICCR cancer datasets. Staging data should 

be assessed according to the most recent edition of the AJCC Staging Manual (8th Edition).61  

However, it should be noted that the implementation of AJCC TNM 8th edition has been deferred 

until January 2018 in some jurisdictions. UICC or AJCC 7th editions may be used in the interim. If TNM 

7th edition is used pT2 subcategorization should be considered optional in line with ISUP 

recommendations as it lacks additional prognostic significance.111  

It should also be noted that that the UICC 8th Edition Stage Grouping differs from the AJCC  

Prognostic Stage Groups.61,62 

The reference document TNM Supplement: A commentary on uniform use, 4th Edition (C. Wittekind 

editor) may be of assistance when staging.112 

       Back  

 

  

http://au.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-370022.html?query=Christian+Wittekind
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